Evaluation of the Lawyers

Swiss (Vaudois) senior officer. She calls herself to be a cantonal «Judge».
«Works» in the palace of the Hermitage, route du Signal 8, 1014 Lausanne.
Phone working place: 021 316 15 11
Fax working place : 021 316 13 28

Private address:
Chemin du Péage 41, 1807 Blonay
Private phone: 021 626 49 51
Maritial status: unknown; she is cohabiting with Frédéric WANDZIO and a
person named J.P. ROULEAU.

Sandra ROULEAU, called «le Rouleau compresseur»
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Shots of the house

According to the inscription on the mailbox, ROULEAU is cohabiting with
Frédéric WANDZIO and a person named J.P. ROULEAU.
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The access to the villa from the west

East facade
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The villa seen from uphill in direction of Lake Geneva

Role assumed in the affair LÉGERET
Sandra ROULEAU has presided the court of penal appeal on August 16, 2011
which has rejected the revision request of François LÉGERET, with the argument
that the investigation had been botched up, among others because of the
inconsistency concerning the description of the positions of the scissors, declared
to be the «neuralgic piece of evidence» – 6 different locations described in the
file. ROULEAU backslided three times more in this affair, presiding the penal
court of appeal of the Vaudois cantonal court assembled on May 24, 2013, on
June 30, 2014 and June 4, 2015, rejecting 3 other revision requests of François
LÉGERET. The Lawyer J. LOB has addressed a recourse on June 27, 2015
against this latter decision to the Federal Court, concerning the refusal of
ROULEAU and Co to investigate about the exact start of the intimate liaison
between her colleagues BENDANI and COLELOUGH (= collusion). Outraged,
LOB asked in that paper: «How can those sworn in Judges be cheating?»

Profile
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The author made acquaintance with Sandra ROULAU on the phone in 2000, when
she was clerk at the Vaudois cantonal court. She was informed that the Vaudois
«Judges» had me expelled from my own house, and that they hindered me to
recuperate even my personal belongings. At the very beginning of her career in
the Judiciary, she was thus aware of its awkward state. Obviously, she had learned
her lesson very well, since she accomplished an accelerated career in this nursery
of crooks.
In 2004 she was already «President» of the court of La Côte in Nyon, and in 2010
she got promoted to the cantonal court.
Among others, she has covered the extremely serious medical mistakes of the
surgeon-butcher Gaston-François MAILLARD, as well as the corruption and
the fraud of the federal «Judge» R.M. SCHNEIDER. To have become guilty in
the judiciary crime against François LÉGERET is the logical sequence.

List of references (observations collected since 2000):
Number of negative references: 5
Number of positive references: 0

Sandra ROULEAU is an opportunistic careerist.
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